Incentive value of newborn pups relative to juveniles for mother rats raising overlapping litters.
In rats, successful mating during the postpartum estrus results in the temporal overlapping of successive litters within the maternal nest. Mothers with two overlapping-litters (OLM) simultaneously take care of neonate and juvenile pups; however, they mostly direct their attention to the neonates. We hypothesized that these differences reflect an adaptation to the specific characteristics and needs of the two litters and not a lack of interest in the juveniles. To test this hypothesis, we assessed the relative incentive value of newborns and juveniles for OLM in a preference test and compared it with that exhibited by mothers in early (EPM) and late (LPM) postpartum, which were raising only newborns or only juveniles, respectively. Results showed that OLM spent similar time in the newborns and juveniles compartments and did not prefer the newborns as did the EPM, however, similarly to them, OLM made more attempts to get access to the newborns than the juveniles. On the other hand, OLM and LPM did not exhibit a clear preference between the stimuli. These results indicate that both neonates and juveniles have incentive value for OLM, although these mothers invest more effort in the newborns. These results point out to a unique behavioral profile of OLM, which shows similarities with EPM and LPM on different behavioral measures. They also support the idea that motivational processes underlying maternal behavior are complex and dynamic, adapting the response of the mother to pups' needs and the context.